Chancellor's office clashes with CFA over paycuts

The chancellor's office wants the CFA to pass a furlough that would cut all CSU salaries by 10 percent.

By the numbers

$584 million total deficit faced by CSU.
80% percent of CSU budget taken up by salary.
10% percentage of CSU employee salaries chancellor's office wants to cut.
$34 million total deficit of Cal Poly.

Students plead not guilty

Kate McIntyre

The last of four Cal Poly students arrested in connection with a hazing-related student death plead not guilty Thursday.

The charges are related to the death of freshman Carson Starkey, who was found unresponsive in a local home in December 2008 after attending a Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE) fraternity party.

Earlier this week, Hathem Ibrahim, 20, Zacary Ellis, 22, and Russell Taylor, 22, pleaded not guilty to one felony violation of hazing causing death or great bodily injury and one misdemeanor violation of permitting a minor to consume alcohol.

Adam Marszl, 21, who appeared in court Thursday, also pleaded not guilty to a misdemeanor count of the same violations.

The four men were arrested on May 21. They each surrendered themselves after warrants were obtained for their arrest and were booked at the San Luis Obispo County Jail, but each posted bail on the same afternoon.

Starkey died Dec. 2 after spending the night at an SAE pledge initiation event called "Brown Bag Night."

He was given large quantities of alcohol allegedly purchased by Ellis, Taylor and Marszl. Ellis, the SAE pledge educator, reportedly told the 17 underage pledges to finish their portions of alcohol within an hour and a half. When Starkey became unresponsive later in the night, a few SAE members reportedly tried to take him to the hospital, but returned to the house on Highland Drive when Starkey began vomiting, police said.

The next morning Starkey was taken to Sierra Vista Regional Medical Center, where his autopsy showed that he died of respiratory arrest due to acute ethanol toxicity, or alcohol poisoning. His blood-alcohol content was between 0.39 and 0.45 percent.

Bike race circles SLO for third time

Katie Roeschbalk

Thousands of spectators will line the streets of San Luis Obispo, cheering and clapping at sweat-drenched bike racersstream into turns at gravity-defying angles.

The third consecutive SLO Criterium Central Coast Cycling Classic, a bike race and festival, will take place from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. July 5th. More than 600 racers are expected to compete for a portion of the $11,000 in prize money.

"The idea is to encourage downtown SLO to become a play ground for the day. We want to get people who are not typically interested in bike races to come out and watch," said Shoba Mohseni, founder of Nimble Creative Events, the organiza tion that hosts the race.

The SLO Criterium is not your typical bike race. The event was established in the early 1970s by a group of impassioned cyclists looking to spread their love of the sport. The race had its years of glory in the mid-1980s, attracting many national champion and Olympian racers, according to Mohseni.

The SLO Criterium experienced a downtown, however, in the late 1980s and early 1990s due to discrepancies with the SLO Downtown Association and downtown SLO businesses, according to Mohseni.

"Last year I worked at a hair salon downtown and it really affected our business. Customers had appointments, but they couldn't find parking and had to cancel, just because they were unsure of the event," said Amber Bider, an employee at Frog & Peach in downtown SLO. "I don't think it will be detrimental to downtown. It really depends on what you sell."

While some businesses may experience a decrease in customers, places such as The Natural Cafe, a healthy, green-friendly restaurant and Spor Authority expect to be very busy."Last year it affected us positively. The Criterium helps us bring like-minded people who are into fitness and health into the store," said Daniel Costales, the store manager at Sports Authority. Beside the effect on downtown businesses, the SLO Downtown Association has been notoriously against the race primarily because of a lack of continuity with who was the director of the event.

"Nobody has a clear picture on why (the race stopped for a period of time), but downtown being closed down (to traffic) is definitely detrimental to a bar though. It really depends on what you sell."
Race
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Strategies, and 18-year old Danny Famur of Team Rock Racing will also be competing in the Men's Pro 1/2 race, the most advanced men's race beginning at 2 p.m. Several racers have placed in top spots in past national races.

With more than 600 racers competing, the small streets of San Luis Obispo offer a challenge to the competitors, yet the SLO Critérium has never seen any serious injuries as a result of the races. While there were a handful of gashes, minor crashes and some road rash in 2007 and 2008, there has never been any serious trauma, according to Mohseni.

"The Critérium is all about cornering. These racers are cutting corners at high speeds with 60 other riders right next to them. It's all about keeping the pace and being able to react to what's going on around you," said Mohseni.

For those not participating in the races, four blocks of downtown San Luis Obispo will offer live music, food and activities including "SLO's Little 500," Berserker Block, Chorro Fairway Sports Expo, Kids' Krit and Solstice Gardens.

"Even if you don't know anything about coast cycling, you'll still have a good time. Downtown San Luis Obispo is so pretty with all the historic buildings and to combine that with bike racing is great. Every year we've been seeing more and more people come out," said Adam Fallis, Executive Director of the San Luis Obispo County Bicycle Coalition.

"SLO's Little 500," a bike relay race for bikers of all abilities will be taking place starting at the corner of Morro and Higuera. Beginning at noon, teams of four will race through designated areas of downtown San Luis Obispo flowerlining bike and bike decor for extra team points. All proceeds of this event will go towards the Special Olympics.

Located on Morro Street in between Monterey and Higuera, Berserker Block will offer people a spin on locally crafted off-road bicycles developed by Berserker Block. The sign and quadrocycle go-karts created by Spider Bikes Berserker Block will be open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

For those who are athletically inclined, the Chorro Fairway Sports Expo located on Chorro Street between Higuera and Monterey, will be having demos and selling products from local and regional bicycle vendors.

Children are also encouraged to get involved in the world of cycling with Kids' Krit, starting at noon. For kids 12 and under, a modified loop on the actual racecourse will offer tomorrow's great athletes a chance to experience the thrill of racing. All interested participants should meet at the bike valet at the corner of Morro and Higuera. At the intersection of Higuera and Broad streets, Solstice Greenery, a strip of bowls and activities promoting a holistic and sustainable way of life, will feature free maize, and a public beer and wine garden, the proceeds of which go toward the SLO Bicycle Coalition.

The SLO Critérium has become a greatly anticipated event in the community, attracting the likes of families, locals and people from all corners of the world and is expected to draw close to 10,000 people, according to Mohseni.

"After the event, I get all these amazing e-mails from racers and people in the community saying, 'We appreciate you putting on this event, it was so amazing and so much fun, I hope you'll keep doing it in the years to come.' Getting that positive reinforcement is what makes it all worth it. People make lasting memories through this event," said Mohseni.

For a full weekend schedule, visit http://www.cscycling.com.
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"There are a great number of options being discussed," Fallis said. "Layoffs are part of every union agreement and certainly needed for the CSU." Fallis added that another student fee increase might be considered.

Fallis did not have a comment regarding the fee increase that was approved by Cal Poly students this past spring.

"If the CSU system and the unions agree to the furloughs, the $42 million budget savings could be put to better use. So, it was a good move," said Fallis.

"I've never even seen the New York Times, especially when it's available for free electronically, it just seems like $42,000 could be put to better use. So, it was basically a financial decision," Fallis said.

Kinesiology senior Danny Conrad said he was happy to see the New York Times go free since he would have never subscribed to it anyway. Conrad said he would have probably spent the money to save water in his hometown instead of paying money to read a newspaper.

"People are ambivalent about it. Some people just go online," Conrad said. "I think it's a good move for the university, but I don't think it's the end of the world. I think it's just a new way of doing it."
Hugging cancer patient, Obama pitches health plan

Philip Elliott
ASSOCIATED PRESS

President Barack Obama hugged a cancer patient Wednesday after he vowed to bring greater efficiency and accessibility to the nation’s health care system.

Smith, 53, of Appalachia, Va., a volunteer for Obama’s political operation, fought tears as she told the president of her kidney cancer and her inability to obtain health insurance or hold a job. Obama embraced her and called her “exhibit A” in what he said was an unsustainable system that is too expensive and costs millions of Americans their care. “We are going to try to find ways to help you immediately,” he told Smith as hundreds looked on at a community college forum — and countless others watched on television. But the nation’s long-term needs require a greater emphasis on preventive care and “cost-effective care,” he said.

Smith obtained her ticket through the White House. Aides said she was a volunteer for organizing for America, Obama’s political operation within the Democratic National Committee. Among the other questioners were a member of the Service Employees International Union and a person with Health Care for America Now, which recently organized a Capitol Hill rally for overhauling health care.

Obama recommended for changing the incentive formulas. Nor did he offer new proposals or details for other tough issues, such as whether to limit medical malpractice awards or to tax employer-subsidized health care benefits.

He repeatedly said the current health care system is not acceptable and must be overhauled this year. He urged the audience, which included people following on Facebook and YouTube, to reject critics who say his plans are too costly or a step toward socialized medicine. Obama gave a nearly 20-minute introduction and answered seven questions.

Obama said a government-run “single-payer” health care system works well in some countries. But it is not appropriate in the United States, he said, because so many people get insurance through their employers working with private companies.

But he again called for a government-run “public option” to compete with private insurers, a plan that many Republicans oppose.

Obama said the public option would provide “competition and choice” and “keep insurers honest.”

Obama also said his health care plan would benefit small businesses and people who are self-employed by giving them more leverage in dealing with insurance companies.

He would do it through a health care exchange for employers who have too few workers to get a good health insurance package, and for people who are self-employed.

Obama said he would be able to look at the plans available and join with others in the same situation. They would be given a “big pool” with the leverage to drive down costs, he said.

by year’s end.

That is double the number of troops in Afghanistan in 2008, but still half as many currently Iraq.

While Marine troops were the bulk of the force, recently arrived U.S. Army helicopters were also taking part in the operation in Helmand province.

In March, Obama unveiled his strategy for Afghanistan, seeking to defeat al-Qaida terrorists there and in Pakistan with a bigger force and a new commander.

Taliban and other extremist groups, including those allied with al-Qaida, routinely cross the two nations’ border in Afghanistan’s remote south.

The governor of Helmand province predicted the operation would be “very effective.”

“The security forces will build bases to provide security for the local people so that they can carry out every activity with this favorable background, and take their lives forward in peace,” Geelab Mangal said in a Pentagon press release.

Obama’s strategy aims to boost the size of the Afghan army from 80,000 to 134,000 troops by 2011 — and greatly reduce training by U.S. troops accompanying them — so the Afghan military can conduct its own operations and take control of the war.

The White House also is pushing to set clear goals for a war gone awry and get the American people behind them, to provide more resources and to make a better case for international support.

There is no timetable for withdrawal, and the White House has not estimated how many billions of dollars in its plan will cost.
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**State**

**SANTA BARBARA, Calif. (AP)** — A jury is considering the case of Jose James Hollywood, who is accused of kidnapping a teenager over a drug debt and then ordering an artist's rendering of her head and then killing her. The remains were found in Napa County, and authorities believe Hollywood testified he killed the girl in her bedroom Wednesday at a central Florida home, home to the girl's room, where he found her.

Shaturna Hare was already dead when paramedics arrived at about 5:15 a.m. Lilli Bobb-Caruthers of the Sumter County Sheriff's Office said.

Charles Jason Garnell, the snake's owner and the boyfriend of Shaturna's mother, discovered the snake missing from its terrarium and went to the girl's room, where he found it on the girl and bite marks on her head. Caruthers said. Garnell 32, stabbed the snake until he was able to pry it off.

**OXFORD, Fla. (AP)** — A pair of Burmese python measuring more than 8 feet long broke out of a terrarium and strangled a 2-year-old girl in her bedroom Wednesday at a central Florida home, authorities said.

Shaturna Hare was already dead when paramedics arrived at about 5:15 a.m. Lilli Bobb-Caruthers of the Sumter County Sheriff's Office said.

Charles Jason Garnell, the snake's owner and the boyfriend of Shaturna's mother, discovered the snake missing from its terrarium and went to the girl's room, where he found it on the girl and bite marks on her head. Caruthers said. Garnell 32, stabbed the snake until he was able to pry it off.

**BAGHDAD (AP)** — At least 447 Iraqi civilians were killed in June, double the toll from the previous month, according to an Associated Press tally, as insurgents took towns at crowded areas to maximize the number of casualties.

The spike in violence reflects the stiff challenges facing Iraqi security forces following the withdrawal of U.S. combat troops from urban areas this week. But the numbers are still far lower than previous years, and the bombings by suspected Sunni extremists are not triggering the type of retaliatory attacks from Shiite militias that nearly led to civil war in 2006-2007.

**DZAEUDZI, Comoros (AP)** — A passenger jet carrying 53 people from Yemen crashed into the Indian Ocean in bad weather early Tuesday while trying to land at the island nation of Comoros. Search teams rescued a child from the sea, officials said, but there was no word on other survivors.

The Yemeni Airbus 310 was flying the last leg of a journey taking passengers from Paris and Marseille into Comoros via Yemen. Most of the passengers were from Comoros, returning to Comoros, returning to Paris. Safety-six on board were French nationals. The rescued child was 5 years old and the flight also had at least three babies.

**Texas agency investigates its own raid on a gay bar**

Angela K. Brown

The Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission is investigating its joint police raid on a gay bar that left one man hospitalized with a head injury and sparked claims of brutality and procedure violations.

The agency said Wednesday it would review the agents' actions and determine how Chad Gibson was hurt. He was in a TABC agent's custody when he was injured, and he needed treatment for alcohol poisoning, according to the agency.

"We are saddened that this incident occurred and extend our sincere hope that Mr. Gibson recovers quickly," agency Administrator Alan Seid said in a statement. "I take seriously all allegations concerning inappropriate or illegal behavior by our employees."

Gibson, 26, was in fair condition Wednesday at John Peter Smith Hospital in Fort Worth, hospital spokesman Jamie Brown said. His family has said he suffered bleeding on the brain.

Early Sunday morning, some TABC agents and Fort Worth police officers went to the Rainbow Lounge after going to two other bars that don't have a gay clientele. Authorities said they were doing routine inspections to ensure compliance with state alcoholic beverage laws. In all, more than a dozen people were arrested for public intoxication, a misdemeanor.

But some Rainbow Lounge patrons said authorities grabbed people or shoved them onto the ground. They have denied police claims that anyone groped or made lewd gestures toward officers. On Sunday night about 100 people protested in Fort Worth, and a vigil was to be held at the bar Wednesday night.

**NEW STUDENT HOUSING OFFERED BY FRONT PORCH**

1468 E. FOOTHILL BLVD., ADJACENT TO CAMPUS

**NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2009**

Townhouse Design

PRIVATE BEDROOMS + BATHS COMBINED WITH SHARED HOUSING

Individual Leases Starting at $660 - $900

- Fully furnished and cable included
- Country kitchen with separate dining/study area
- Stackable washer/dryer in each unit
- Balconies in each unit, plus storage for bikes
- 34 reserved parking spaces at $50 ea. per month
- High speed internet included
- All Utilities Included
- Student center with game room
- Student lounge & library

**LEASING INFORMATION:**

Phone: (530) 754-8455
Fax: (530) 754-8427
E-mail: pg-lease@eahuhousing.org

Professionally managed by EAH University Communities
Lighting up the Central Coast

Katie Koschalk

"It was two years ago and it was like a war zone. It was really foggy and the fireworks show will start at dusk," said microbiology senior Sophie McMurry, CEO of the Pismo Beach Chamber of Commerce. "I went two years ago and it was like a war zone. It was really foggy and there were explosions everywhere," microbiology senior Sophie Basecke said. Whether there are clear skies or fog, the fireworks show will start at 9 p.m. According to McMurry, there has only been one year out of the nine that she's worked for the Pismo Beach Chamber of Commerce in which the fog was so dense that beach-goers couldn't see the fireworks with fog, says the city funds and lowers environmental impact, including the potential for wildlife and harmful effects on wildlife, according to the Morro Bay Chamber of Commerce. While many people in the county might find live music, parades and fireworks displays a perfect way to spend their day, many Cal Poly students instead grab a six-pack and head straight for the beach. "I hear Shell Beach is poppin'," said environmental engineering freshman Mason Sloan. "I went last year and there were a lot of people. I like everything about it, the whole scene there." Unlike the beach areas, downtown San Luis Obispo is not expected to be a high volume party spot. "San Luis generally slows down on the Fourth because the big areas are Pismo Beach and Cayucos with the fireworks displays. We monitor the bars just as we would any other Friday or Saturday night," said Sgt. John Blochcek of the San Luis Obispo Police Department. The Pismo Beach Police Department anticipates that many partypgoers will spend the day at Pismo Beach or Shell Beach. The entire Pismo Beach Police Department will be working, in addition to outside agencies providing extra patrol cars, motorcycles and bikes to monitor popular celebration spots, according to Cmdr. Mark Miller of the Pismo Beach Police Department. All 14 branches of police enforcement in the county enforce a zero-tolerance policy for drunk driving and drinking in public year-round, but ronding the streets extra carefully by increasing patrol units on big holidays, such as the Fourth of July. If pulled over with a blood alcohol level of .08 or above, the driver will be found guilty of impaired driving and face legal consequences. Severe penalties will also be applied to anyone having an open container of alcohol in public. Throughout the county "safe and sane" fireworks (meaning they don't fly or explode) are allowed only on one's personal property, such as in a private back yard. All non-safe and non-sane fireworks are prohibited on all public property throughout the county, which includes the beaches. The Morro Bay Police Department will also be bringing in extra police force, including four extra bicycle patrol teams and an additional dispatch unit. "To prepare for this event we put together a joint operation plan with the fire department. We also have a traffic plan to facilitate the movement of people away from the waterfront as safely and quickly as possible after the fireworks are over," said Cmdr. Tim Oltens of the Morro Bay Police Department. Unlike Pismo and Shell Beach, Morro Bay has never had problems with drinking in public, drunk driving or illegal fireworks displays on the Fourth of July. "It's more of a family-oriented event," Oltens said.
Michael Jackson's death has brought out both the best and the worst in how information spreads over the Internet. The day of the pop star's passing, the world was able to watch the events unravel in real time, and not just from one source. In mass, people visited gossip blog TMZ to see the reported truth, CNN for the reported truths, Twitter for the mass outcry, and iTunes for download-free MJ songs.

Within 24 hours of Jackson's death, music icons P-Diddy, Chris Brown, Usher, Boyz2Men and others united to write, produce and mass-distribute a Michael Jackson tribute song through file-sharing site Bot.net. Within just hours, social media blog Mashable reported that the song exceeded 100,000 downloads.

Googling Jackson's death on its internal blog that sudden increase in traffic caused the site to think it was under some kind of attack. Because millions of people were searching for the same terms, users received an error that said, "your query looks similar to automated requests from a computer virus or spysware application. To protect our users, we can't process your request right now.

The Internet was overwhelmed with a single tragedy. We've seen it happen in other countries. During the elections and Mumia attacks, millions of citizen journalists flooded the Web with information and inquiries. But this was the first time that the United States had experienced a firewall of online information. All at the same time, people were seeking answers to the same questions about Jackson's possible death. Each event reveals that we continue to speed up how we get information — from the days of print when we were updated once a day, to TV when it was multiple times a day, to the early Web days when it was every few hours, to today's social media outlets when we're updated by the second.

But is this whirlwind of light speed information good or bad? Facts spread exponentially and instantly, but misinformation spreads equally fast. Rumors about Jeff Goldblum, Natalie Portman and George Clooney's deaths quickly started and spread across social networks in the hours following Jackson's death — all of which were untrue.

New Zealand broadcast regulator OFCOM reported on the site and highly reported and incorrect that Goldblum had fallen off a cliff to his death — a major blow to traditional media's credibility. Comedic prankster John Stewart made a spectacle of the error by bringing Jeff Goldblum on the show to "recte from the dead.

If everyone is now flocking to the Web for something, we've known and further proven through Jackson's death — how will we create a system for verifying information? As we continue to spread information overload on the Web, who will be the ones to confirm, organize and spread the facts.

For that, journalists should step up to the plate. Mass media has looked for the opportunity to save itself and this may be the time proving that credibility and speed are the keys to success online, journalists will have to figure out what it takes to secure that trust.

Kumors about Jeff Goldblum, rumors and reported incorrect news picked up on the Web. Within just hours, social media blog Mashable reported that the song exceeded 100,000 downloads. Googling Jackson's death on its internal blog that sudden increase in traffic caused the site to think it was under some kind of attack. Because millions of people were searching for the same terms, users received an error that said, "your query looks similar to automated requests from a computer virus or spysware application. To protect our users, we can't process your request right now.

The Internet was overwhelmed with a single tragedy. We've seen it happen in other countries. During the elections and Mumia attacks, millions of citizen journalists flooded the Web with information and inquiries. But this was the first time that the United States had experienced a firewall of online information. All at the same time, people were seeking answers to the same questions about Jackson's possible death. Each event reveals that we continue to speed up how we get information — from the days of print when we were updated once a day, to TV when it was multiple times a day, to the early Web days when it was every few hours, to today's social media outlets when we're updated by the second.
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Across
1  Magazine since 1890 (6)
8  Enlightens
15  Accepted
16  Cry upon
19  Bill shower
20  Stay-up nights
21  Acad. goal
22  Within
23  Scandalmonger's line
24  Goal-oriented superstar?
25  Raval's "Doctor" calls for one
28  Such that one night
30  Assets
32  It may be stinking
33  "Not in my experience"
37  Cessation neighborhood of Socrates
38  Private
39  Crack, e.g.
41  "Well you see this"
43  It's sports teams are called the Phoenix
45  Accolade for a great play
46  Hubbard of science fiction
49  "I didn't need to know all that," informally
50  Whipped up
51  Real low life?
52  Frequent flier's credit
55  It's heard before
3  Mary a box of

Down
1  Old swing digger
2  in familiar territory
3  bread
4  In its teeth were actually a chiropractor's
5  Home of Parmenides
6  Can
7  Port Huron Statement gp
8  Music producer: Alb.
9  Apartment restriction
10  E-mail disclaimer
11  Consistently deceitful, in slang
12  He was NE of Bechuanaland
13  Literally, "good luck"
14  Color part
15  Cardial that looks the same when upside down
16  Quasar, in Mongolian
17  Of trampolines and aerobatics collectively
18  Change this
19  Bike on
27  World's first carrier with a transpool route
29  "Under Two Flags" novelist, 1867
31  Precipitate
33  Blow-by-blow
34  Where pit stops are made to get fuel?
35  Bedroom furniture
36  Provider or weapon of some hand-me-downs
39  Who in the Midwest
40  Sand for unearned others
41  "Like some electrical plug"
42  Questionnaire check box option
44  Distress
47  Cassiope's sister
48  It takes a train 1 mile to stop
49  A trip to the mainland
51  _-deucy
53  100ths of a kilogram
54  Questionnaire check box option
55  100ths of a kilogram

2  8  5  8
3  7
5  4
6  5
3  9  1  5
8  9
2  3  4  7
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For answers, call 1-800-295-5066, 51 49 a minute, or, with a credit card, 1-800-814-0554.

For answers, call 1-800-814-0554.
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Jensen earns spot on third freshman All-American team

Cal Poly second baseman Matt Jensen earned a third freshman All-American honor, this time from Baseball America on Wednesday. Jensen, a first-team choice, joins three other Big West Conference players, all from Cal State Fullerton, selected by the Baseball America staff.

Jensen has already been named to the Collegiate Baseball Newspaper’s 2009 Louisville Slugger Freshman All-American Team and the 2009 Pro-Line Athletic/National College Baseball Writers Association Division I Freshman All-American First Team.

He also landed a spot on the 2009 American Baseball Coaches Association/RAWLINGS Sporting Goods Division I West Region First Team last week.

Jensen was hitting .375 before a fractured collarbone ended his 2009 baseball season. He earned Big West Conference Freshman Player of the Year honors and was named to the All-Big West first team despite missing the final 15 games on Cal Poly’s schedule.

Drafted by the Seattle Mariners, Jensen decided to continue his baseball career at Cal Poly.

He was extended an invitation to the 2009 USA Baseball National Team Trials, held last month at the USA Baseball National Training Complex in Cary, N.C., but did not attend the trials as he is still recovering from the fractured collarbone. He is listed as an alternate on the Team USA roster.

Jensen helped lead Cal Poly to a 37-21 record and its first ever Division I Postseason appearance but was unable to play in the Mustangs’ defeat to Oral Roberts and Kent State.

“Cal Poly has some good players — players that can play at the next level,” Jensen said.

While the leap to European soccer seemed improbable to some, his former Cal Poly coach said he had faith in their former player.

“If people had watched Anton over the last three years here, the one thing that Anton has is an amazing work rate,” Cal Poly head coach Paul Holocher told the Mustang Daily in May. “He is a tireless worker. He’s in a defensive midfield position which is really an important position on the field and he has learned to master that position.”

Peterlin will join an Everton club that is well-respected worldwide. The Toffees finished as runners-up to Chelsea in May’s FA Cup final at Wembley Stadium and qualified for the 2009-10 Europa League after finishing fifth last season in the Barclays Premier League table.

Everton, which was founded in 1878, holds the EPL record for having played continuously in the top flight for 107 seasons. The lone other American at Everton is United States Men’s National Team goalkeeper Tim Howard.

Howard recently impressed with his play in leading the United States to the Final of the Confederations Cup in South Africa last week. Peterlin will arrive at Everton attempting to prove that he belongs on the pitch helping Howard and his teammates in the defensive half.

“Tino is expected to head over and try to break into the first team,” Peterlin was unannounced, tried out with the Everton coaching staff and would be signed, but many internet observers were skeptical that a player who fractured his collarbone. He is listed as an alternate on the Team USA roster.

Peterlin will join an Everton club that is well-respected worldwide. The Toffees finished as runners-up to Chelsea in May’s FA Cup final at Wembley Stadium and qualified for the 2009-10 Europa League after finishing fifth last season in the Barclays Premier League table.

Everton, which was founded in 1878, holds the EPL record for having played continuously in the top flight for 107 seasons. The lone other American at Everton is United States Men’s National Team goalkeeper Tim Howard.

Howard recently impressed with his play in leading the United States into pushing forward toward a professional career.

Cal Poly alumna Sharon Day qualified for the world championships by finishing second in the nation for the heptathlon.

Day heads to world championships

Former Cal Poly track and field star and Beijing Olympian Sharon Day finished second in the heptathlon on Sunday advancing to the world championships in August. Another former Mustang, Maggie Vessey, missed by one place and finished fourth in the women’s 800m final on the final day of competition at the USA Outdoor Track and Field Championships at Hayward Field on the campus of the University of Oregon.

Needing a good showing in the heptathlon’s final event, the 800m, Day delivered a win and a personal-best score of 6,177, getting her the “A” qualifier mark to make the trip to Berlin in August. Another former Mustang, Maggie Vessey, missed by one place and finished fourth in the women’s 800m final on the final day of competition at the USA Outdoor Track and Field Championships at Hayward Field on the campus of the University of Oregon.
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